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3hHTc 5 1-10/2014/23 f-T 7/1/2020 TRI 

TT 

1- 31Tdt aT HHAUT: 3TT/ ¥FTTAT 1 34THUT,. TdsiY 

2- 3Tdi lf-feifka HTV5U 3Td aGia 

fass 
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3- fays HAAT BT T: fQTSI FHAT YMTEtR 3iR 

arct uRuu-T3T 

1- uRTHRTEIAT/HEY 314Y 

3- ITT, GYYUT 3T 1 3Ta7bTT
4- qNieT 3qYYcHIIr 
5- TeET^T faB 3T7RTbIg 

3HTQyT, 

8- 37R THTT fAY 

5- TY 

ufuuHT 

H 
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TYTT 

3H1.. fTIVTT, fr FRITA, TAR 3fa 

9- yfRauT RuE tR utetergy H¥gdoYUT4TER 

IT HTI 

f 
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12- H GIRT ETRT J7 TIR 7qrari 3ETY-T 

ar Bg 3I77yÍ O03 YE7777 

I 3TT, BT 

.35-4T/.Aa.7.4/HH/ZUIIT/ 2020 
ufff 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 50TO 

6. fdHTTTEZIET, B.T. IHA HH¥T faHTT TAT RRYTYI 

8.HRT Herer, rTEI 
9. ciqa, 

agfaei/¥TeYTA, BrilGI 
********** ***************************** ******* *** ***** 
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Application Format 
(To be submitted in triplicate) 

. Title of the Innovation (The area of innovation) 
2. Descriptive/ narrative account of innovation (What 

is innovation all about?) (in 100 words) 
3. What were the factors/ circumstances/ conditions 

/ situation that made you to think about the 

present innovation? (This should cover the aspects 

relating to the context and process of conceiving 
the idea of innovation in 250 words) 

Whether idea and the process of conceiving the 
idea of innovation was just an individual initiative 
or initiative of a group. (ln either case provide the 
details of the process of conceiving the idea in 100 

words) 

4. 

Objectives of innovation (What was intended to be 

achieved through the present innovation? In 150 
words) 

5. 

How the idea of innovation will be given shape for 

translating it into action? (Proposed methodology 

for shaping the idea and requirements thereof in 

250 words) 

6. 

7. What will be the proposed strategy and the method 

adoptedfor implementing innovation? (This should 
provide a detailed descriptive account of the 

strategy and methodologY adopted for 

implementing the idea of innovation in 300 words) 

8. What kinds of resources were required for 

development and implementing innovation and 

how will the required resources mobilized? (in 250 

words) 

9. What will be the scale of innovation? (Scalein 
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context to applicability and also entrepreneurial or 

industrial scalability of proposed innovation in 250| 
words) 

10. What will be the impact of innovation? (Product, 
Process or Societal impacts) 

11. Sustainability of the proposed innovation? 

(Required for the further scaling up and 

entrepreneurial development) 

Date:. Name and Signature of the Applicant 

Place. AddresS:. 


